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Löplabbet 

"Best Foot Forward"

Specializing in running shoes and apparel, this Löplabbet location can be

found in downtown Oslo. The shop also offers a foot assessment, where

specially trained staff analyze gait, stance and more in order to fit you with

the perfect pair of shoes. Suitable for beginners to seasoned veterans,

Löplabbet has all your running needs covered.

 +47 92 43 53 71  www.loplabbet.no/oslo-

sentrum

 oslo@loplabbet.no  Pilestredet 7, Oslo

 by Katie@!   

Helly Hansen 

"Authentic Scandinavian Gear"

Founded in 1877, this ultra popular sports gear and apparel brand has

skyrocketed to international fame among extreme sports enthusiasts for

its well-made Scandinavian products. This flagship location on Karl Johans

gate opened in 2009 and offers special features like the global weather

station, interactive zone and dressing rooms that depict various outdoor

environments. Find everything you need from down winter jackets with

technologically advanced fabrics, to specially designed sailing footwear

and everything else in-between. Shopping at this Helly Hansen flagship

store is a true experience.

 +47 22 42 57 04  Karl Johans gate 3, Oslo

 by Public Domain Photos   

Oslo Sportslager 

"Super Sports Shopping"

Since 1930, Oslo Sportslager has sold sporting goods to locals who love to

spend their time in the great outdoors. Whether it be equipment for winter

sports such as skiing or warmer weather pursuits such as biking and

hiking, Oslo Sportslager carries everything you will need for very

reasonable prices. Their friendly and helpful staff is also very willing to

help you find exactly what you need.

 +47 23 32 62 00  www.oslosportslager.no/  Torggata 20, Oslo
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